For safely and effectively adding small arms fire to your Full Mission Profile training, the **ITTS Machine Gun Simulator** and **ITTS Blast Simulator** fully integrate into the same operating system as the **TOMManikin**. The result is a seamless blend of a realistic threat into your medical training scenarios, creating a more dynamic training experience. Besides being cost-effective and removing the annoyance of using blank rounds, the **Machine Gun Simulator** and **Blast Simulator** allow you to work from a safe distance, while still experiencing the high decibel emission of live fire.

Both gun simulators are controlled by sophisticated radio control systems that allow for complete control of the unit from a distance up to 5280 feet. Multiple units may be triggered from a single point or control station. All communication is through a wireless operating system.

The training value in employing these simulators is extended when used in conjunction with the **ITTS TOMManikin** and MobileMan remote. The **ITTS Machine Gun Simulator** complements the use of GSW TOMManikin, while the **MobileMan**, an Android-based software package, remotely gives complete control of the physical Manikin responses. The **Blast TOMManikin** can be used in conjunction with the **Blast Simulator** and **MobileMan** to customize physical responses to blast training scenarios.

The **ITTS Gun Simulators** are reliable, extremely low maintenance – the propane and oxygen gasses needed to power are commercially available in most areas – and safe. They are non-pyrotechnic systems; there are no blank rounds, and a safe operating distance is ensured. Our Gun Simulators uphold our mission to allow you to spend less time “preparing to train”, and more time training more people.
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